
TOUCH SERIE 9 PRO

Everything you need is built-in and at your fingertips. Simply slide your fingers 
on the screen and your meeting room becomes the perfect space to 
communicate effectively with your customers and spark the creativity of your 
employees.

The interactive display designed to increase 
productivity and encourage team collaboration.



The new interactive display TOUCH SERIE 9 PRO is the perfect bet for the innovation and digitalisation that 
your company needs. A new way to transmit, in a professional way and through the meeting rooms, your 
brand image.

With the new Serie PRO it will be as easy as effective to arouse the interest and maintain the commitment of 
your listeners. Bring your products and services to life through presentations or video calls in 4K UHD 
resolution. Surprise your customers, suppliers or dealers with the latest technology and don't miss any 
business opportunity.

Encourage teamwork and easily create collaboration, reflection and brainstorming sessions among your team. 
A new space where everyone can share and collaborate no matter where they are in the world. The new 
TOUCH SERIE 9 PRO allows you to make your company a much more participative, efficient and productive 
workplace.  

High-performance 
MediaTek 9950 chip 

Simple to use and 
no IT maintenance

*Ask your commercial agent for the most suitable payment or leasing terms for your company 
** Service conditioned to the ORBYS policy in the country 

Personalised payment terms. 
Enjoy the Serie PRO for less than 2€/day* 

Unique warranty up to 7 years with 
on-site replacement service **

EShare 4S to project 
up to 4 devices 
simultaneously High-performance speakers 

and Eye Care protection

Android 9 Pie

Wi-Fi Hotspot to provide 
Internet connectivity in your 

meeting room

The TOUCH SERIE 9 is now so Pro



High-performance speakers 
and Eye Care protection

Wi-Fi Hotspot to provide 
Internet connectivity in your 

meeting room

Collaboration and 
productivity1

Download as many Apps and resources as your 
devices need without worrying about space. The 
new TOUCH SERIE 9 PRO has up to double the 
storage space along with the Android 9 Pie 
operating system. A total of 64GB (ROM) that will 
allow you to have all the resources you need on 
your interactive display.

Unprecedented 
speed2

Work with big data management programs, logs or 
reports with no interruption. Enjoy the best 
performance in your day to day, working quickly 
and smoothly with intensive applications thanks to 
the Serie Pro that multiplies x2 its processing 
memory to 8GB of high-speed LPDDR4 RAM.

The latest technology 
comes as standard3

Say goodbye to connecting cables, long booting 
times and forget about any connection problems 
at the most important moment of your meeting. 
Say hello to fast and secure connection, sharing 
your PC, tablet or mobile screen in real time 
thanks to EShare bidirectional wireless 
technology.

The space of the 
future today 4

Write, mark, underline or erase with your hand or 
the Dual Pen on any content on the interactive 
display. Don't miss any idea! Make your team 
forget about pen and paper, let the ideas flow non 
stop by easily sharing the results via QR code or 
sending the final content via email.

Personalised to 
your needs5

Find the perfect size for smaller or larger rooms 
and easily connect webcams, speakers and 
microphones. Create an environment with the 
sharpness and resolution your video conferencing, 
training or presentations need. Even if you need to 
work with 100% Windows or Linux environments, 
integrate our OPS with Intel Inside technology and 
enjoy the best of both worlds.

Everything 
under control6

Enjoy maximum security at any time. Do your 
guests ask for your Wi-Fi password? Share your 
Internet connection via the Hotspot function 
included in the interactive display. Do you need 
more control? With the DMCS service you can 
manage all the interactive displays in your 
company: massively install Apps, create different 
users and profiles by department, set their 
permissions, assign which content is available and 
prevent them from uninstalling or changing 
settings.



TOUCH SERIE 9 PRO
The interactive display designed to increase 

productivity and encourage team collaboration.

https://orbys.eu


